DIRECTIONS FOR FILLING OUT AG VERIFICATION CARD FOR AG PASS

Form is filled out by party issuing the AG PASS. This can be an owner/operator of the property or a vineyard management company responsible for farming the property and has said property listed on their operator ID.

The ag verification card is only a portion of the AG PASS- in addition, there must be an applicable (valid) document attached to make it complete. Please make sure each verification card has a copy of a valid supporting document attached.

The ag verification card is site specific, so each location a grower may need to access, must have a separate ag verification card completed and signed, with the additional valid supporting document attached.

Each person working at a specific site must have a valid copy of the AG PASS.

The ag verification card must be completed and SIGNED by the responsible party, who shall ensure that the AG PASS is provided to only those persons that have a valid reason to be on the property listed on the ag verification card. Any person found on a property or in an area not listed on an ag verification card and may have their AG PASS revoked.

Possession of a valid AG PASS does NOT guarantee passage through road blockades. Access may be denied at any time by law enforcement or firefighting personnel.